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Transformers
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Novels Source Code Theorem Proving

• Transformer performance on many of these tasks is limited by the 
context length of attention.
• The ability to attend to far-away tokens is important in many situations.

proofs make use of 
previously defined lemmas

characters and events are 
referenced across multiple chapters

references to classes and functions 
may occur quite far from the places



Why?

5Efficient Transformers: A Survey 2022



Long-form Transformers

6Efficient Transformers: A Survey 2022

• Attention over long sequences is also useful as a form of rapid learning.

Averaging or summarization of tokens at long distances



Motivation
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keys and values that were previously 
computed on prior training steps

Database Model
Retrieve exact values even 

from the distant contextStore

Retrieve



𝒌NN-augmented Transformer
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𝒌NN Augmented Attention Layer



𝒌NN-augmented Transformer
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𝒌NN Augmented Attention Layer

①Which layer?
②What does it involve?

①What is 𝒌NN attention?
② How the attention works?
③ Is the size of memory fixed?

① How dose both 
attention results 
combined?



𝒌NN-augmented Transformer
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𝒌NN Augmented Attention Layer

① How dose both 
attention results 
combined?



Notes: Position Bias
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Use the T5 relative 
position bias

Don’t use a position bias 
for the retrieved memories



Notes: Gradient
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Gradients are not backpropagated 
into the external memory



Note: Batching

• Memory is cleared at the start of each new document.
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Note: Distributional Shift

• Problem: staleness
• Methods: normalize keys and queries
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Note: Approximate 𝒌NN

15Approximate kNN Classification for Biomedical Data



Recall
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Experiments

• Five language modeling tasks.

• Technical math papers (arXiv Math)

• Source code (Github)

• Formal theorems (Isabelle)

• Long web articles (C4)

• English language books (PG-19)
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Datasets: arXiv Math

• Downloading papers via 

the arXiv Bulk Data Access

• Include papers labeled as 

“Mathematics”

• LATEX source was 

available.
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https://arxiv.org/pdf/2204.09824.pdf https://arxiv.org/pdf/2204.09845.pdf

https://arxiv.org/help/bulk_data


Datasets: Github

• Github repositories that are published with 
open-source licenses.
• Use file endings to filter for files in the languages

C, C++, Java, Python, Go, and TypeScript.
• Traversing the directory tree to create long 

document for each Github repository.
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https://github.com/huggingface/datasets https://github.com/huggingface/datasets



Datasets: Formal Math – Isabelle

• Consists of formal mathematical proofs of 
theories
• 627 theories available on The Archive of Formal 

Proofs
• 57 theories from the Isabelle standard library

• Foundational logic, advanced analysis, algebra, 
or cryptography, and consists of multiple files 
containing proofs
• All files that make up a theory are 

concatenated together into one long 
document
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https://www.isa-
afp.org/browser_info/current/AFP/Pa
rtial_Order_Reduction/document.pdf

119 pages in total, long document!

Math 
proofs!



Dataset: C4(4K+)

• Cleaned common crawl.
• Filtered out all documents that have less than 4096 tokens.
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https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Earth



Dataset: PG-19

• English-language books
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https://english.hku.hk/staff/kjohnson/PDF/Northup12YEARS1853.pdf
https://openai.com/blog/summarizing-books/



Model

• 12-layer decoder-only transformer (with and without Transformer-XL cache)
• Embedding size of 1024, 8 attention heads of dimension 128, and an FFN hidden layer of 

size 4096
• 𝒌 = 32
• 9th layer as the kNN augmented attention layer
• Experiments on 32 TPU cores.
• Always 217 tokens in a batch

• a model with a context length of 512 has a batch size of 256 
• the 2048 model has a batch size of 64.

• For a model with around 200M trainable parameters the step time increased from 0.2s 
to 0.25s when we added a memory of size 8K, and to 0.6s when we added a memory of 
size 65K (measured on TPUv3).
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Effect of External Memory

• Adding external memory results in substantial gains across datasets 
and architectures
• Increasing the size of the memory increases the benefit of the 

memory.
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Effect of External Memory

• The lower layers of a Transformer don’t necessarily need long-range 
context, and having a differentiable memory is not as important as 
one might suspect.
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Scaling to Larger Models

• the smaller Memorizing Transformer with just 8k tokens in memory 
can match the perplexity of a larger vanilla Transformer which has 5X 
more trainable parameters.

26Adding a memory of 8K tokens improves perplexity across different model sizes.



Finetuning on Larger Memories

• Pretrain:the model with a memory size of 8192 or 65K for 500K steps, 
• Finetune: with the larger memory for an additional 20K steps.
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Finetuning a Non-memory Model to Use Memory

• Within 20K steps (4% of the pre-training time) the fine-tuned model 
has already closed 85% of the gap between it and the 1B Memorizing 
Transformer, and after 100k steps it has closed the gap entirely.

28Finetuning a 1B vanilla Transformer model to use external memory of size 65K



Information Retrieval Patterns

• Which tokens show a benefit from memory?
• After token 8193, we can see that the larger memory helps
• The improvement in perplexity seems to be mainly driven by a small percentage of 

tokens that obtain a large improvement in cross-entropy loss when using the larger 
memory.
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∆!= cross − entropy𝟖𝟏𝟗𝟐 𝑥! − cross − entropy𝟑𝟐𝑲 (𝑥!)
Positive values show an improvement in loss.

∆!



Information Retrieval Patterns

• What information is being looked up?
• For arXiv math and Github, the model retrieved function and variable names.
• Our case study on the Isabelle corpus provides one of the clearest illustrations 

of how a model can make good use of external memory.
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Conclusions && Thoughts

• 𝑘NN-augmented attention for Transformer

• Good Performance

• Potentially able to leverage vast knowledge bases or code 

repositories
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Scores: 8 6 6 5



Thanks~


